RECOMMENDED
TOOLS
1.
1. STEALTH sample

STEALTH SAMPLES
®

2. Duct tape
3. Camera

How to Get the Best Match

4.

SPOT Color Wheel

Over the past 25 years of leading the concealment industry, we have perfected the sample approval process!
If you’ve provided a physical sample from your site, a minimum of five photos using our SPOT Color Wheel
matching guide, and the correct dimensions your sample should be SPOT on!
To ensure you get the best match possible, please read and follow these instructions.
• Take all sample verification photos from the same location.
• Ensure that work is performed in fair weather conditions. Review of samples in inclement weather is NOT
recommended.
• Use all industry established safety practices.
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Photograph Sample on Site
a. Take sample to the same location as where the

Submit Information to STEALTH
a. If the sample is approved, send photos of the

initial site photos were taken and attach to the

sample on site (from Step 1) and notice of

building using duct tape.

approval to your Project Manager or Sales Rep.

b. Take photos of the sample from distances of
approximately 10 ft., 25 ft., and 50 ft.

10 feet

25 feet

c. To ensure an accurate color match, photograph

b. If your sample requires revisions, send photos of

the sample in both sun and shade, as close as

the sample on site (from Step 1) and a detailed

possible to the location where the concealment

description of needed revisions (i.e. changes in

will be installed.

brick or mortar color, changes in texture, etc) to
your Project Manager or Sales Rep.

shade

Have additional questions? Feel free to
contact us, we’d be happy to help!
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